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We formulate a GL(2, R) gauge theory of (1+1)-dimensional gravity, which contains the Jackiw-
Teitelboim model and the dilaton gravity model as special cases. A general classical solution of the
theory is given, and it is shown that the solution reduces to those of the special cases when appropriate
limits of parameters are taken.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Gravitational theories in (1+1)-dimensional space-time
attracted much attention recently. Among various mod-
els the simplest one [1] is that proposed by Teitelboim
and Jackiw, of which the action is

I) = I d x+ —g g(R —A)),

where R is the Riemann curvature scalar, AI is a cosmo-
logical constant, and g is an invariant world-scalar field.
One interesting feature of this model is the SO(2, 1) [or
SL(2,R)] gauge-invariant formulation proposed by several
authors [2]. The gauge algebra of this theory is

[P„J]=E, P„, [P„Pb ]= ,'A, s,~J, —— (1.2)

where J is a Lorentz generator and P, are translation
generators.

Another model that has been recently studied for the
purpose of modeling black-hole physics and Hawking ra-
diation [3,4] is the "string-inspired" gravity, whose action
is

I2= J d x& g(gR —Az), — (1.3)

which differs from Eq. (1.1) in that the Lagrange multi-
plier g is absent from the cosmological contant. This ac-
tion can be related to the usual formula

I = I d x+ ge ~(R 4d„pd"P —A)— —(1.4)

[P„J]=s,P„, [P„Pb ]=0,
which is the A, ~O contraction of the algebra (1.2).
After reviewing Verlinde's approach, Cangemi and

by rescaling the metric with the "dilaton" field P as
g„=e ~g„and defining g=e

The gauge-theoretical formulation of I2 was first given
by Verlinde [3] based upon the nonsemisimple Poincare
group, with the algebra

Jackiw [5] and Jackiw [6] proposed a more natural
gauge-invariant formulation of I2 by changing the alge-
bra to a centrally extended Poincare algebra,

[P„J]=E,Pb, [P„Pb ]=E,bI, (1.6)

which can be viewed as an unconventional contraction of
(1.2).

It is the purpose of this article to combine the above
two models into one such that the action becomes

I3 — dx g gR A, A2

and to construct a gauge-invariant formalism based upon
GL(2,R) [or SO(2, 1)GL(1, R)] algebra,

Ai[P„J]=s,Pb, [P„Pb]=E,b — J+gI
2

[I,P, ]= [I,J]=0,

where A, and g are nonvanishing constants. Notice that
the (A&%0, /=0), (A, =O, /=0), and (AI=0, /= 1)
cases are the algebra of I„ I2 (Verlinde), and I2
(Cangemi and Jackiw), respectively. Therefore the com-
bined model ofFers a unified approach to the above two-
dimensional gravity models.

In Sec. II the gauge-invariant formulation of I will be
presented, and in Sec. III the most general solutions of
the field equations will be obtained. Solving the field
equations is simpler in the gauge formalism than in the
usual geometric formalisms, and all possible solutions are
easily codified by the algebra element. In the last section
some discussion will be given.

The notation we use is the following: Time and space
carry the metric tensor g„with signature (1,—1).
Tangent space components are labeled by latin letters
a, b, . . . , and the fiat metric tensor h,„=diag(1, —1).
The antisymmetric tensor E.

'" is such that E =
Ep&

= 1.
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II. GL(2,R) GRAVITY

From the combined action

I3 = J d x & g—[g(R —A, )
—Az], (2.1)

f'=(De)'=de'+E'bcoe

Aif =den —e'e,beb,

(2.12)

(2.13)

we obtain the equations of motion by varying g and g„:
R =Ai,

(D„D, g„„D—)g+ ,'g„(—A,r)+A2) =0 .

(2.2)

(2.3)

These geometric dynamics may be presented in a gauge-
theoretical fashion. To this end we use the extended de
Sitter group algebra (1.8), which can be reexpressed in the
form of the SO(2, 1)sGL(1,R) algebra, whose generators
P„J,and I satisfy the relations

g dQ + e combe

g =dQ

(2.14a)

(2.14b)

0=O'P, +aJ +PI =O'P, +aJ+PI, (2.15)

It is seen that de is the scalar curvature density, f' is the
torsion density, each expressed in terms of e' and co, but

g is the additional two-form without a geometric counter-
part.

A finite gauge transformation generated by the gauge
function 0,

—Ai
[P, ,J]=E, Pb, [P, , Pb]= e,bJ,

2

[I,P] = [I,J]=0,
where

(2.4)

(2.5)

where

p =p+a 2

Ai

is denoted by U =e ", which can be written as

U=e~ U,

(2.16)

(2.17)

(2.6)

We use a tilde over SO(2, 1) to remind us that the Lorentz
generator is not J but J. This replacement of J by J is
due to the well-known ambiguity of two-dimensional an-

gular momentum.
Based upon the algebra (1.8) or (2.4) and (2.5) the gauge

connection one-form is expanded in terms of the genera-
tors:

A =e'P, +coJ+QI

where Uis a SO(2, 1) element.
In the usual way the gauge transformations of A and F

are given by

F'= U 'FU= U 'FU+g . (2.19)

It is apparent that A and F are the SO(2, 1) parts of A

and F, and a and g are the CxL(1,R) parts.
The gauge-invariant Lagrange density is then

A'= U 'AU+ U 'dU = U 3 U+ U dU+(a+dP),
(2.18)

where

=e'P, +coJ+aI:—A +aI, (2.7)
(2.20)

2a=a+~
Ai

(2.8)

Here e„ is the zweibein, co„ is the spin connection, and a
is an additional connection which has no direct geometri-
cal meaning. The curvature two-forms

2
Qa 9a& 92 92+

A 93& 93 93
1

(2.21)

where the Lagrange multiplier triplet gz is taken to
transform by the coadjoint representation of SO(2, 1),
and g3 is a gauge scalar.

By introducing g as

F=dA+A
F=dA+ A (2.9b) X=r),f'+rlzf +r13g

(2.9a) one can rewrite the Lagrangian density as

become

F=f 'P, +fJ +gI

=f'P, +fJ+gI =F+gI, (2.10)

Ai
=r), (De)'+q2 dco — e'E,beb

+'g3 dQ + e E, be
2

(2.22)

where

g =g+f 2

Ai
(2.11)

In order to see the gauge-transformation properties it is
better to use g variables, but for the purpose of taking
limits (A~0 or $~0) and comparing with previous mod-
els it is more convenient to use g variables. The field
equations may be derived from either (2.20) or (2.22).
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f'= (De)'=de'+ e&'toe =0, (2.23)

which allows evaluation of the spin connection in terms
of the zweibein

The equations obtained by varying g give the condition
of vanishing torsion,

F=O,
dH+[ A, H] =0,
g=0,
dg3=0,

(3.1)

(3.2)

(3.3)

(3.4)

co =e '(h, &
e"'B„e ) /det( e ), (2.24)

if det(e)%0. The equation which follows upon variation
of g2 gives

A1f =de= e'e,„e'=0, (2.25)

which regains (2.2) (R =A, ) once (2.24) is used.
Variations of e, co, and a produce equations for the

Lagrange multipliers g„g2, and q3, respectively:

dg, +s, cog&
— e,&e gz+gs, &e i13=o,b 1 b b

2

d'g2+ Yj E, be =0

dg3=0 .

The last equation is solved as

A2

2

(2.26a)

(2.26b)

(2.26c)

(2.27)

where the second cosmological constant A2 is an integra-
tion constant, and not inserted a priori into the theory as
Cangemi and Jackiw [5] and Jackiw [6] pointed out.
After elimination of g, by using (2.26b), and after some
manipulations one can recover (2.3) by letting gz = r).

The remaining equation obtained by varying g3 is

where A, F, and H belong to the SO(2, 1 ) algebra, and g
and g3 are GL(1,R) elements. Here H is defined as

b A1H=g, h' I'b+ g2J, (3.5)

where the factor A1/2 is a consequence of the group
metric.

Equation (3.1) implies that A is a pure gauge given by
an arbitrary element U of the SO(2, 1) group,

3 =U 'dU, (3.6)

while H can be immediately determined as

H=U NU, (3.7)

po=

' 1/2
1

1/2

3~ P1 =l J=—'0 (3.8)

These are just the generators of SL(2,R), which is due to
the isomorphism SL(2,R ) =SO(2, 1). An arbitrary ele-
ment of the algebra is realized as a 2 X 2 real matrix

where N is a constant element in the algebra. The solu-
tions of (3.3) and (3.4) are straightforward. Thus the field
equations are completely solved by the choice of an ele-
ment of the algebra N and a group element U.

For calculational purposes it is convenient to use a ma-
trix realization of the algebra. Specifically, we will use
the representation

d a+ co =0,
A1

which becomes

(2.28) +11 +12
try=0,

21 22
(3.9)

da = — e'e eb
ab (2.29)

III. EXPLICIT SOLUTIONS

Finding explicit solutions of the geometric field equa-
tions (2.2) and (2.3) or equivalently the gauge-theoretic
equations (2.23), (2.25), and (2.26) becomes straightfor-
ward once the latter equations are recast in a group-
theoretical fashion. The field equations following from
(2.20), upon respective variation of g and A, are

where dc@= —(Ai/4)e's, &e is used. Equation (2.29) can
be always solved at least locally, because the e'c,be is a
closed two-form.

Upon eliminating co in X of (2.22) with the zero-torsion
condition (De)'=0 and evaluating g3 at —Az/2$, we re-
gain the geometrical form ofX in (2.1), apart from the to-
tal derivative —(Az/2$)da, which does not contribute to
the equations of motion because it is a total divergence.

while a group element is

U21

U12
detU=1 .

22.
(3.10)

The realization of the Abelian GL(1,R) algebra may
also be done by a 2 X 2 matrix simply as

r

1 0I=—' (3.11)

3 =U 'dU,

H =U-'C U,
(3.12)

(3.13)

where U EGL(2, R ) and 4 is an arbitrary 2 X 2 real ma-
trix.

Extraction of geometrical information from the above
solution is straightforward:

Then combining both the above algebras one obtains a
GL(2,R) realization, and the solutions of the field equa-
tions can be succinctly expressed as
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and

1/2

tr( U 'dU o 3),0 2

1

e'=
1/2

tr[ U 'd U( —i oz)],
1

co=tr(U 'dUo. , ), a =tr(U 'dU)

(3.14)

(3.15)

one can regain the well-known black-hole-type solution

A—2z)z=M — (x —xo) (3.25)

IV. DISCUSSION

The solutions (3.19) and (3.23) are general solutions to
the geometric field equations (2.2) and (2.3) modulo an ar-
bitrary coordinate transformation of this configuration.
There are four free parameters (a„az,a3) which charac-
terize the geometry: the black-hole mass M, location xp,
and the cosmological contant A2.

As an illustration of an explicit solution we construct a
simple example [6]. The group and algebra elements we
choose are

l 7T
U =exp .

2&X

1/2
1 0 ~ 1(x Ioz+x cr3) —o

&

(3.16)

2
1/2 l02 03

CXP CX 1

CX2 CX3

2 2
o1+ I, (3.17)

where

A1
K =1— x x =x x —x'x'

8
7 (3.18)

and

2
a =a + co=0

A1

A1c.x'+c 2 l+ x'

(3.20)

(3.21)

—A 2

2g

From the relation z)z =z)z+ (2g/A, )z) 3 we have

(3.22)

A1
a x ++2 1+ x

8

and a„az, a3 are constants. Using (3.14) and (3.15) we
obtain

p dx 1 dx A1 pe =, e'=, co= (
—x dx'+x'dx ),

K ' K ' 4

(3.19)

The gauge theoretical framework of (1+1)-dimensional
gravity has solutions which have no geometrical sense.
For example, the simplest solution is A =0, H =N, in
which case both the zweibein and the connection e' and
~ vanish. But by performing suitable gauge transforma-
tions with the group element U, geometrically meaningful
solutions can be regained. As Jackiw [6] has pointed out,
the relevant geometric information is succinctly encoded
in the algebra: N carries all the information that charac-
terizes the intrinsic geometry.

The gauge formulations of I1 and I2 can be obtained
by dimensional reduction from (2+ 1)-dimensional
Chem-Simons models [7]. Both of them arise as different
dimensional reductions of a single, extended (2+ 1)-
dimensional gravity [8]. We expect that the combined
model I3 could also be obtainable from a (2+ 1)-
dimensional theory.

Quantization in the gauge formulation was discussed in
various works [2]. Since the models have no degrees of
freedom it is possible to quantize them, but they lack in-
teresting physics. Therefore it is necessary to couple
matter fields in a gauge-invariant form [9], which is not a
straightforward problem, and may provide new insight
into the black-hole radiation problems when quantized.

Note added in proof We note th. at the action I3 of (1.7)
can be obtained from I& of (1.1) by shifting

g ~g +A2/A 1 ~ In the gauge theory formulation there
exist two different ways to realize the shifting of the g
field. One is to put Az/A, in the same representation as

z), namely, to transform (z)+Az/A, ) as J of the SO(2, 1)

algebra, in which case the result becomes that of Verlinde

[3] in the limit A, ~O. The other way is to put Az/A, in

a different representation of the extended algebra, which
is the case discussed in this paper. We thank Professor
R. Jackiw and Professor C. K. Lee for pointing out the
relation between I, and I3.

+ka3 (3.23)
ACKNOWLEDGMENTS

A a
CX

—A1CX, CX2
=A1 CX2

A1
(3.24)

These solutions reproduce those of the Jackiw-
Teiteltoim model by letting /=0, and also those of a dila-
ton gravity model by letting A&~0, /= 1 [5,6]. For the
latter one must be careful because a„a2,a3 must also
banish as A1~0. Taking
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